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本文探讨了基于 J2EE 的 B/S 体系开发架构，数据库和中间件使用甲骨文公司的







































In recent years, China has deeply integrated into the process of world economic 
development, Social and economic life has changed dramatically. Because of financial 
deregulation, the rapid development of the capital market, means of direct financing for large 
and medium-sized customers constantly enrich, short-term financing bills and other financial 
innovations emerging, the contributions of large corporate whose reliance on bank has being 
falling are falling. SMEs which has been hailed as the “bottom of the pyramid Fortune” has 
become the focus of competition among banks. Therefore, further refinement of management, 
improving efficiency of small business center credit business, controlling business risk, 
systematic operation of small business credit business are business strategic transformation to 
enhance market competitiveness and value creativity effective way. 
Relying on the existing corporate credit business processes, combined with existing 
resources and enterprise organization-level management relations, fully collect, investigate, 
analyze the type of small business credit demand for products, the risk of regulatory 
requirements of the carding regulatory authorities to market small business credit products, 
integrated on the basis of existing commercial bank credit product Procedures and bold 
innovation, we split and refine existing corporate credit business process management 
mechanisms, developed a set of small business credit factory organization management 
mechanism, create a small business center determine the small business credit facility the 
business standardization process, and in accordance with the setting of the standardization 
process, to determine the operating authority of various business positions, improve risk 
control and business process efficiency. 
This dissertation based on J2EE B/S system development framework, database and 
middleware using Oracle 10G and WEBLOGIC 10. The system adopted a three-tier 
architecture, WEB server, ETL server and DB server distributed deployment, one primary 
and one backup mode to ensure the high availability of the system. The overall function of 
the small business credit factory process is divided into credit business processes and 
information management capabilities: credit business processes function modules including 
evaluation of credit, credit approval, credit execution, loan recovery and asset protection 
function modules; information management function module including customer 
management, collateral management, ledger management, query statements and systems 















on-functional requirements, paper descript functional design of the factory process of small 
business credit。Finally, the implementation section focuses on the operation of specific 
reporting process of small business credit in the small business center. System development 
process, follow the software engineering specifications, and give full play to the prototyping 
system development using object-oriented development advantages. After several iterations, a 
better business processes achieves business expectations. 
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